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They are deployed extensively by well-known web applications like LiveJournal, Facebook, and MediaWiki.
These caches store arbitrary application-generated data in
a lightweight, distributed in-memory cache. This flexibility allows an application-level cache to act as a database
query cache, or to act as a web cache and cache entire
web pages. But increasingly complex application logic
and more personalized web content has made it more useful to cache the result of application computations that
depend on database queries. Such caching is useful because it averts costly post-processing of database records,
such as converting them to an internal representation, or
generating partial HTML output. It also allows common
content to be cached separately from customized content, so that it can be shared between users. For example,
MediaWiki uses memcached to store items ranging from
translations of interface messages to parse trees of wiki
pages to the generated HTML for the site’s sidebar.

Abstract
Distributed in-memory application data caches like memcached are a popular solution for scaling database-driven
web sites. These systems are easy to add to existing deployments, and increase performance significantly by reducing load on both the database and application servers.
Unfortunately, such caches do not integrate well with
the database or the application. They cannot maintain
transactional consistency across the entire system, violating the isolation properties of the underlying database.
They leave the application responsible for locating data
in the cache and keeping it up to date, a frequent source
of application complexity and programming errors.
Addressing both of these problems, we introduce a
transactional cache, TxCache, with a simple programming model. TxCache ensures that any data seen within
a transaction, whether it comes from the cache or the
database, reflects a slightly stale but consistent snapshot of the database. TxCache makes it easy to add
caching to an application by simply designating functions as cacheable; it automatically caches their results,
and invalidates the cached data as the underlying database
changes. Our experiments found that adding TxCache
increased the throughput of a web application by up to
5.2×, only slightly less than a non-transactional cache,
showing that consistency does not have to come at the
price of performance.
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Existing caches like memcached present two challenges for developers, which we address in this paper.
First, they do not ensure transactional consistency with
the rest of the system state. That is, there is no way to
ensure that accesses to the cache and the database return values that reflect a view of the entire system at a
single point in time. While the backing database goes
to great length to ensure that all queries performed in a
transaction reflect a consistent view of the database, i.e. it
can ensure serializable isolation, it is nearly impossible
to maintain these consistency guarantees while using a
cache that operates on application objects and has no
notion of database transactions. The resulting anomalies
can cause incorrect information to be exposed to the user,
or require more complex application logic because the
application must be able to cope with violated invariants.

Overview

Today’s web applications are used by millions of users
and demand implementations that scale accordingly. A
typical system includes application logic (often implemented in web servers) and an underlying database that
stores persistent state, either of which can become a bottleneck [1]. Increasing database capacity is typically a
difficult and costly proposition, requiring careful partitioning or the use of distributed databases. Application
server bottlenecks can be easier to address by adding
more nodes, but this also quickly becomes expensive.
Application-level data caches, such as memcached [24], Velocity/AppFabric [34] and NCache [25],
are a popular solution to server and database bottlenecks.

Second, they offer only a GET/PUT interface, placing full responsibility for explicitly managing the cache
with the application. Applications must assign names to
cached values, perform lookups, and keep the cache up
to date. This has been a common source of programming
errors in applications that use memcached. In particular,
applications must explicitly invalidate cached data when
the database changes. This is often difficult; identifying
every cached application computation whose value may
1

have been changed requires global reasoning about the
application.
We address both problems in our transactional cache,
TxCache. TxCache provides the following features:
• transactional consistency: all data seen by the application reflects a consistent snapshot of the database,
whether the data comes from cached applicationlevel objects or directly from database queries.
• access to slightly stale but nevertheless consistent
snapshots for applications that can tolerate stale data,
improving cache utilization.
• a simple programming model, where applications
simply designate functions as cacheable. The TxCache library then handles inserting the result of the
function into the cache, retrieving that result the next
time the function is called with the same arguments,
and invalidating cached results when they change.

TxCache Library
Application

Data center

Figure 1: Key components in a TxCache deployment.
The system consists of a single database, a set of cache
nodes, and a set of application servers. TxCache also
introduces an application library, which handles all interactions with the cache server.

To achieve these goals, TxCache introduces the following noteworthy mechanisms:
• a protocol for ensuring that transactions see only
consistent cached data, using minor database modifications to compute the validity times of database
queries, and attaching them to cache objects.
• a lazy timestamp selection algorithm that assigns a
transaction to a timestamp in the recent past based
on the availability of cached data.
• an automatic invalidation system that tracks each object’s database dependencies using dual-granularity
invalidation tags, and produces notifications if they
change.

Figure 1: a cache and an application-side cache library,
as well as some minor modifications to the database
server. The cache is partitioned across a set of cache
nodes, which may run on dedicated hardware or share
it with other servers. The application never interacts
with the cache servers; the TxCache library transparently
translates an application’s cacheable functions into cache
accesses.

We ported the RUBiS auction website prototype and
MediaWiki, a popular web application, to use TxCache,
and evaluated it using the RUBiS benchmark [2]. Our
cache improved peak throughput by 1.5 – 5.2× depending on the cache size and staleness limit, an improvement
oonly slightly below that of a non-transactional cache.
The next section presents the programming model and
consistency semantics. Section 3 sketches the structure
of the system, and Sections 4–6 describe each component
in detail. Section 7 describes our experiences porting applications to TxCache, Section 8 presents a performance
evaluation, and Section 9 reviews the related work.
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2.1

Programming Model

Our goal is to make it easy to incorporate caching into a
new or existing application. Towards this end, TxCache
provides an application library with a simple programming model, shown in Figure 2, based on cacheable functions. Applications developers can cache computations
simply by designating functions to be cached.
Programs group their operations into transactions. TxCache requires applications to specify whether their transactions are read-only or read/write by using either the
BEGIN - RO or BEGIN - RW function. Transactions are
ended by calling COMMIT or ABORT. Within a transaction block, TxCache ensures that, regardless of whether
the application gets its data from the database or the
cache, it sees a view consistent with the state of the
database at a single point in time.
Within a transaction, operations can be grouped into
cacheable functions. These are actual functions in the program’s code, annotated to indicate that their results can
be cached. A cacheable function can consist of database
queries and computation, and can also make calls to other
cacheable functions. To be suitable for caching, functions

System and Programming Model

TxCache is designed for systems consisting of one or
more application servers that interact with a database
server. These application servers could be web servers
running embedded scripts (e.g. with mod php), or dedicated application servers, as with Sun’s Enterprise Java
Beans. The database server is a standard relational
database; for simplicity, we assume the application uses
a single database to store all of its persistent state.
TxCache introduces two new components, as shown in
2

• BEGIN - RO(staleness) : Begin a read-only transaction. The transaction sees a consistent snapshot
from within the past staleness seconds.
• BEGIN - RW() : Begin a read/write transaction.
• COMMIT() → timestamp : Commit a transaction and
return the timestamp at which it ran
• ABORT() : Abort a transaction

database. Adding explicit invalidations requires global
reasoning about the application, hindering modularity:
adding caching for an object requires knowing every
place it could possibly change. This, too, has been a
source of bugs in MediaWiki [23]. For example, editing a wiki page clearly requires invalidating any cached
copies of that page. But other, less obvious objects must
be invalidated too. Once MediaWiki began storing each
user’s edit count in their cached U SER object, it became
necessary to invalidate this object after an edit. This was
initially forgotten, indicating that identifying all cached
objects needing invalidation is not straightforward, especially in applications so complex that no single developer
is aware of the whole of the application.

• MAKE - CACHEABLE(fn) → cached-fn : Makes a
function cacheable. cached-fn is a new function
that first checks the cache for the result of another call with the same arguments. If not found,
it executes fn and stores its result in the cache.
Figure 2: TxCache library API

2.2
must be pure, i.e. they must be deterministic, not have
side effects, and depend only on their arguments and the
database state. For example, it would not make sense to
cache a function that returns the current time. TxCache
currently relies upon programmers to ensure that they
only cache suitable functions, but this requirement could
also be enforced using static or dynamic analysis [14, 33].
Cacheable functions are essentially memoized. TxCache’s library provides a MAKE - CACHEABLE function
that takes an implementation of a cacheable function and
returns a wrapper function that can be called to take advantage of the cache. When called, the wrapper function
checks if the cache contains the result of a previous call
to the function with the same arguments that is consistent
with the current transaction’s snapshot. If so, it returns
it. Otherwise, it invokes the implementation function
and stores the returned value in the cache. With proper
linguistic support (e.g. Python decorators), marking a
function cacheable can be as simple as adding a tag to its
existing definition.
Our cacheable function interface is easier to use than
the GET/PUT interface provided by existing caches like
memcached. It does not require programmers to manually
assign keys to cached values and keep them up to date.
Although seemingly straightforward, this is nevertheless
a source of errors because selecting keys requires reasoning about the entire application and how the application
might evolve. Examining MediaWiki bug reports, we
found that several memcached-related MediaWiki bugs
stemmed from choosing insufficiently descriptive keys,
causing two different objects to overwrite each other [22].
In one case, a user’s watchlist page was always cached
under the same key, causing the same results to be returned even if the user requested to display a different
number of days worth of changes.
TxCache’s programming model has another crucial
benefit: it does not require applications to explicitly update or invalidate cached results when modifying the

Consistency Model

TxCache provides transactional consistency: all requests
within a transaction see a consistent view of the system
as of a specific timestamp. That is, requests see only
the effects of other transactions that committed prior to
that timestamp. For read/write transactions, TxCache
supports this guarantee by running them directly on the
database, bypassing the cache entirely. Read-only transactions use objects in the cache, and TxCache ensures
that nevertheless they view a consistent state.
Most caches return slightly stale data simply because
modified data does not reach the cache immediately. TxCache goes further by allowing applications to specify an
explicit staleness limit to BEGIN - RO, indicating that that
the transaction can see a view of data from that time or
later. However, regardless of the age of the snapshot, each
transaction always sees a consistent view. This feature
is motivated by the observation that many applications
can tolerate a certain amount of staleness [18], and using
stale cached data can improve the cache’s hit rate [21].
Applications can specify their staleness limit on a pertransaction basis. Additionally, when a transaction commits, TxCache provides the user with the timestamp at
which it ran. Together, these can be used to avoid anomalies. For example, an application can store the timestamp
of a user’s last transaction in its session state, and use that
as a staleness bound so that the user never observes time
moving backwards. More generally, these timestamps
can be used to ensure a causal ordering between related
transactions [20].
We chose to have read/write transactions bypass the
cache entirely so that TxCache does not introduce new
anomalies. The application can expect the same guarantees (and anomalies) of the underlying database. For example, if the underlying database uses snapshot isolation,
the system will still have the same anomalies as snapshot isolation, but TxCache will never introduce snapshot
isolation anomalies into the read/write transactions of a
system that does not use snapshot isolation. Our model
3

Now

could be extended to allow read/write transactions to read
information from the cache, if applications are willing
to accept the risk of anomalies. One particular challenge
is that read/write transactions typically expect to see the
effects of their own updates, while these cannot be made
visible to other transactions until the commit point.
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Key 1
Key 2
Key 3
Key 4
Timestamp

System Architecture

In order to present an easy-to-use interface to application
developers, TxCache needs to store cached data, keep it
up to date, and ensure that data seen by an application is
transactionally consistent. This section and the following
ones describe how it achieves this using cache servers,
modifications to the database, and an application-side
library. None of this complexity, however, is visible to
the application, which sees only cachable functions.
An application running with TxCache accesses information from the cache whenever possible, and from the
database on a cache miss. To ensure it sees a consistent
view, TxCache uses versioning. Each database query
has an associated validity interval, describing the range
of time over which its result was valid, which is computed automatically by the database. The TxCache library tracks the queries that a cached value depends on,
and uses them to tag the cache entry with a validity interval. Then, the library provides consistency by ensuring
that, within each read-only transaction, it only retrieves
values from the cache and database that were valid at
the same time. Thus, each transaction effectively sees a
snapshot of the database taken at a particular time, even
as it accesses data from the cache.
Section 4 describes how the cache is structured, and defines how a cached object’s validity interval and database
dependencies are represented. Section 5 describes how
the database is modified to track query validity intervals
and provide invalidation notifications when a query’s result changes. Section 6 describes how the library tracks
dependencies for application objects, and selects consistent values from the cache and database.
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Figure 3: An example of versioned data in the cache at
one point in time. Each rectangle is a version of a data
item. For example, the data for key 1 became valid with
commit 51 and invalid with commit 53, and the data for
key 2 became valid with commit 46 and is still valid.
using a group membership service [10] in larger or more
dynamic environments.

4.1

Versioning

Unlike a simple hash table, our cache is versioned. In
addition to its key, each entry in the cache is tagged with
its validity interval, as shown in Figure 3. This interval is
the range of time at which the cached value was current.
Its lower bound is the commit time of the transaction
that caused it to become valid, and its upper bound is the
commit time of the first subsequent transaction to change
the result, making the cache entry invalid. The cache
can store multiple cache entries with the same key; they
will have disjoint validity intervals because only one is
valid at any time. Whenever the TxCache library puts
the result of a cacheable function call into the cache, it
includes the validity interval of that result (derived using
information obtained from the database).
To look up a result in the cache, the TxCache library
sends both the key it is interested in and a timestamp
or range of acceptable timestamps. The cache server returns a value consistent with the library’s request, i.e. one
whose validity interval intersects the given range of acceptable timestamps, if any exists. The server also returns
the value’s associated validity interval. If multiple such
values exist, the cache server returns the most recent one.
When a cache node runs out of memory, it evicts old
cached values to free up space for new ones. Cache
entries are never pinned and can always be discarded; if
one is later needed, it is simply a cache miss. A cache
eviction policy can take into account both the time since
an entry was accessed, and its staleness. Our cache server
uses a least-recently-used replacement policy, but also
eagerly removes any data too stale to be useful.

Cache Design

TxCache stores cached data in RAM on a number of
cache servers. The cache presents a hash table interface:
it maps keys to associated values. Applications do not
interact with the cache directly; the TxCache library translates the name and arguments of a function call into a
hash key, and checks and updates the cache itself.
Data is partitioned among cache nodes using a consistent hashing approach [17], as in peer-to-peer distributed
hash tables [31, 35]. Unlike DHTs, we assume that the
system is small enough that every application node can
maintain a complete list of cache servers, allowing it to
immediately map a key to the responsible node. This
list could be maintained by hand in small systems, or

4.2

Invalidation Tags and Streams

When an object is inserted into the cache, it can be flagged
as still-valid if it reflects the latest state of the database,
like Key 2 in Figure 3. For such objects, the database
4

provides invalidation notifications when they change.
Every still-valid object has an associated set of invalidation tags that describe which parts of the database
it depends on. Each invalidation tag has two parts: a
table name and an optional index key description. The
database identifies the invalidation tags for a query based
on the access methods used to access the database. A
query that uses an index equality lookup receives a twopart tag, e.g. a search for users with name Alice would
receive tag USERS : NAME = ALICE. A query that performs
a sequential scan or index range scan has a wildcard for
the second part of the tag, e.g. USERS :?. Wildcard invalidations are expected to be very rare because applications
typically try to perform only index lookups; they exist
primarily for completeness. Queries that access multiple
tables or multiple keys in a table receive multiple tags.
The object’s final tag set will have one or more tags for
each query that the object depends on.
The database distributes invalidations to the cache as
an invalidation stream. This is an ordered sequence of
messages, one for each update transaction, containing the
transaction’s timestamp and all invalidation tags that it
affected. Each message is delivered to all cache nodes by
a reliable application-level multicast mechanism [10], or
by link-level broadcast if possible. The cache servers process the messages in order, truncating the validity interval
for any affected object at the transaction’s timestamp.
Using the same transaction timestamps to order cache
entries and invalidations eliminates race conditions that
could occur if an invalidation reaches the cache server
before an item is inserted with the old value. These race
conditions are a real concern: MediaWiki does not cache
failed article lookups, because a negative result might
never be removed from the cache if the report of failure
is stale but arrived after its corresponding invalidation.
For cache lookup purposes, items that are still valid are
treated as though they have an upper validity bound equal
to the timestamp of the last invalidation received prior to
the lookup. This ensures that there is no race condition
between an item being changed on the database and invalidated in the cache, and that multiple items modified
by the same transaction are invalidated atomically.
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tures, we show they can be implemented by reusing the
same mechanisms that are used to implement multiversion concurrency control techniques like snapshot isolation. In this section, we describe how we modified an existing DBMS, PostgreSQL [29], to provide the necessary
support. The modifications are not extensive (under 2000
lines of code in our implementation). Moreover, they
are not Postgres-specific; the approach can be applied to
other databases that use multiversion concurrency.

5.1

Exposing Multiversion Concurrency

Because our cache allows read-only transactions to run
slightly in the past, the database must be able to perform
queries against a past snapshot of a database. This situation arises when a read-only transaction is assigned
a timestamp in the past and reads some cached data,
and then a later operation in the same transaction results
in a cache miss, requiring the application to query the
database. The database query must return results consistent with the cached values already seen, so the query
must execute at the same timestamp in the past.
Temporal databases, which track the history of their
data and allow “time travel,” solve this problem but impose substantial storage and indexing cost to support
complex queries over the entire history of the database.
What we require is much simpler: we only need to run a
transaction on a stale but recent snapshot. Our insight is
that these requirements are essentially identical to those
for supporting snapshot isolation [5], so many databases
already have the infrastructure to support them.
We modified Postgres to expose the multiversion storage it uses internally to provide snapshot isolation. We
added a PIN command that assigns an ID to a read-only
transaction’s snapshot. When starting a new transaction,
the TxCache library can specify this ID using the new
BEGIN SNAPSHOTID syntax, creating a new transaction
that sees the same view of the database as the erstwhile
read-only transaction. The database state for that snapshot will be retained at least until it is released by the
UNPIN command. A pinned snapshot is identified by the
commit time of the last committed transaction visible to
it, allowing it to be easily ordered with respect to update
transactions and other snapshots.
Postgres is especially well-suited to this modification because of its “no-overwrite” storage manager [36],
which already retains recent versions of data. Because
stale data is only removed periodically by an asynchronous “vacuum cleaner” process, the fact that we keep
data around slightly longer has little impact on performance. However, our technique is not Postgres-specific;
any database that implements snapshot isolation must
have a way to keep a similar history of recent database
states, such as Oracle’s rollback segments.

Database Support

The validity intervals that TxCache uses in its cache
are derived from validity information generated by the
database. To make this possible, TxCache uses a modified DBMS that has similar versioning properties to the
cache. Specifically, it can run queries on slightly stale
snapshots, and it computes validity intervals for each
query result it returns. It also assigns invalidation tags to
queries, and produces the invalidation stream described
in Section 4.2.
Though standard databases do not provide these fea5

Query Timestamp

For example, tuple 3 in Figure 4 will not appear in the
results because it was deleted before the query timestamp,
but the results would be different if the query were run
before it was deleted. Similarly, tuple 4 is not visible
because it was created afterwards. We capture this effect
with the invalidity mask, which is the union of the validity times for all tuples that failed the visibility check,
i.e. were discarded because their timestamps made them
invisible to the transaction’s snapshot. Throughout query
execution, whenever such a tuple is encountered, its validity interval is added to the invalidity mask.
The invalidity mask is conservative because visibility
checks are performed as early as possible in the query
plan to avoid processing unnecessary tuples. Some of
these tuples might have been discarded anyway if they
failed the query conditions later in the query plan (perhaps after joining with another table). While being conservative preserves the correctness of the cached results,
it might unnecessarily constrain the validity intervals of
cached items, reducing the hit rate. To ameloriate this
problem, we continue to perform the visibility check as
early as possible, but during sequential scans and index
lookups, we evaluate the predicate before the visibility
check. This differs from regular Postgres with respect to
sequential scans, where it evaluates the cheaper visibility
check first. Delaying the visibility checks improves the
quality of the invalidity mask, and incurs little overhead
for simple predicates, which are most common.
Finally, the invalidity mask is subtracted from the result tuple validity to give the query’s final validity interval. This interval is reported to the TxCache library,
piggybacked on each SELECT query result; the library
combines these intervals to obtain validity intervals for
objects it stores in the cache.

Tuple 1
Tuple 2
Tuple 3
Tuple 4
Result Validity
Invalidity Mask

Invalidity Mask
Validity Interval

Commits

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

Figure 4: Example of tracking the validity interval for a
read-only query. All four tuples match the query predicate. Tuples 1 and 2 match the timestamp, so their intervals intersect to form the result validity. Tuples 3 and 4
fail the visibility test, so their intervals join to form the invalidity mask. The final validity interval is the difference
between the result validity and the invalidity mask.

5.2

Tracking Result Validity

TxCache needs the database server to provide the validity interval for every query result in order to ensure
transactional consistency of cached objects. Recall that
this is defined as the range of timestamps for which the
query would give the same results. Its lower bound is the
commit time of the most recent transaction that added,
deleted, or modified any tuple in the result set. It may
have an upper bound if a subsequent transaction changed
the result, or it may be unbounded if the result is still
current.
The validity interval is computed as the intersection
of two ranges, the result tuple validity and the invalidity
mask, which we track separately.
The result tuple validity is the intersection of the validity times of the tuples returned by the query. For example,
tuple 1 in Figure 4 was deleted at time 47, and tuple 2
was created at time 44; the result would be different before time 44 or after time 47. This interval is easy to
compute because multiversion concurrency requires that
each tuple in the database be tagged with the ID of its
creating transaction and deleting transaction (if any). We
simply propagate these tags throughout query execution.
If an operator, such as a join, combines multiple tuples to
produce a single result, the validity interval of the output
tuple is the intersection of its inputs.
The result tuple validity, however, does not completely
capture the validity of a query, because of phantoms.
These are tuples that did not appear in the result, but
would have if the query were run at a different timestamp.

5.3

Automating Invalidations

When the database executes a query and reports that its
validity interval is unbounded, i.e. the query result is still
valid, it assumes responsibility for providing an invalidation when the result may have changed. At query time,
it must assign invalidation tags to indicate the query’s
dependencies, and at update time, it must notify the cache
of invalidation tags for objects that might have changed.
When a query is performed, the database examines the
query plan it generates. At the lowest level of the tree are
the access methods that obtain the data, e.g. a sequential
scan of a heap file, or a B-tree index lookup. For index
equality lookups, the database assigns an invalidation tag
of the form TABLE : KEY. For other types, it assigns a
wildcard tag TABLE :?. Each query may have multiple
tags; the complete set is returned along with the SELECT
query results.
When a read/write transaction modifies some tuples,
the database identifies the set of invalidation tags affected.
6

Each tuple added, deleted, or modified yields one invalidation tag for each index it is listed in. If a transaction
modifies most of a table, the database can aggregate multiple tags into a single wildcard tag on TABLE :?. Generated
invalidation tags are queued until the transaction commits.
When it does, the database server passes the set of tags,
along with the transaction’s timestamp, to the multicast
service for distribution to the cache nodes, ensuring that
the invalidation stream is properly ordered.

5.4

called, storing results in the cache, and computing the
validity intervals and invalidation tags for anything it
stores in the cache.
In this section, we describe the implementation of the
TxCache library. For clarity, we begin with a simplified
version where timestamps are chosen when a transaction begins and cacheable functions do not call other
cacheable functions. In Section 6.2, we describe a technique for choosing timestamps lazily to take better advantage of cached data. In Section 6.3, we lift the restriction
on nested calls.

Pincushion

TxCache needs to keep track of which snapshots are
pinned on the database, and which of those are within
a read-only transaction’s staleness limit. It also must
eventually unpin old snapshots, provided that they are
not used by running transactions. The DBMS itself could
be responsible for tracking this information. However, to
simplify implementation, and to reduce the overall load
on the database, we placed this functionality instead in a
lightweight daemon known as the pincushion (so named
because it holds the pinned snapshot IDs). It can be run
on the database host, on a cache server, or elsewhere.
The pincushion maintains a table of currently pinned
snapshots, containing the snapshot’s ID, the corresponding wall-clock timestamp, and the number of running
transactions that might be using it. When the TxCache
library running on an application node begins a read-only
transaction, it requests from the pincushion all sufficiently
fresh pinned snapshots, e.g. those pinned in the last 30
seconds. The pincushion flags these snapshots as possibly
in use, for the duration of the transaction. If there are no
sufficiently fresh pinned snapshots, the TxCache library
starts a read-only transaction on the database, running on
the latest snapshot, and pins that snapshot. It then registers the snapshot’s ID and the wall-clock time (as reported
by the database) with the pincushion. The pincushion
also periodically scans its list of pinned snapshots, removing any unused snapshots older than a threshold by
sending an UNPIN command to the database.
Though the pincushion is accessed on every transaction, it performs little computation and is unlikely to form
a bottleneck. In all of our experiments, nearly all pincushion requests received a response in under 0.2 ms,
approximately the network round-trip time. We have also
developed a protocol for replicating the pincushion to increase its throughput, but it has yet to become necessary.

6

6.1

Basic Functionality

The TxCache library is divided into a languageindependent library that implements the core functionality, and a set of bindings that implement language-specific
interfaces. Currently, we have only implemented bindings for PHP, but adding support for other languages
should be relatively straightforward.
Recall from Figure 2 that the library’s interface is
simple: it provides the standard transaction commands
(BEGIN, COMMIT, and ABORT), and functions are designated as cacheable using a MAKE - CACHEABLE function
that takes a function and returns a wrapped function that
first checks for available cached values1 .
When a transaction is started, the application specifies
whether it is read/write or read-only, and, if read-only, the
staleness limit. For a read/write transaction, the TxCache
library simply starts a transaction on the database server,
and passes all queries directly to it. At the beginning of a
read-only transaction, the library contacts the pincushion
to request the list of pinned snapshots within the staleness
limit, then chooses one to run the transaction at. If no
sufficiently recent snapshots exist, the library starts a new
transaction on the database and pins its snapshot.
The library can delay beginning an underlying readonly transaction on the database (i.e. sending a BEGIN
SQL statement) until it actually needs to issue a query.
Thus, transactions whose requests are all satisfied from
the cache do not need to connect to the database at all.
When a cacheable function’s wrapper is called, the
library checks whether its result is in the cache. To do so,
it serializes the function’s name and arguments into a key
(a hash of the function’s code could also be used to handle
software updates). The library finds the responsible cache
server using consistent hashing, and sends it a LOOKUP
request. The request includes the transaction’s timestamp,
which any returned value must satisfy. If the cache returns
a matching result, the library returns it directly to the
program.
In the event of a cache miss, the library calls the
cacheable function’s implementation. As the cacheable

Cache Library

Applications interact with TxCache through its
application-side library, which keeps them blissfully
unaware of the details of cache servers, validity intervals,
invalidation tags and the like. It is responsible for assigning timestamps to read-only transactions, retrieving
values from the cache when cacheable functions are

1 In

languages such as PHP that lack higher-order functions, the
syntax is slightly more complicated, but the concept is the same.
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function issues queries to the database, the library accumulates the validity intervals and invalidation tags returned by these queries. The final result of the cacheable
function is valid at all times in the intersection of the
accumulated validity intervals. When the cacheable function returns, the library serializes its result and inserts
it into the cache, tagged with the accumulated validity
interval and any invalidation tags.

6.2

set because once the transaction has used cached data, it
cannot be run on a new, possibly inconsistent snapshot.
When the cache does not contain any entries that match
both the key and the requested interval, a cache miss
occurs. In this case, the library calls the cacheable function’s implementation, as before. When the transaction
makes its first database query, the library is finally forced
to select a specific timestamp from the pin set and BE GIN a read-only transaction on the database at the chosen
timestamp. If a non-? timestamp is chosen, the transaction runs on that timestamp’s saved snapshot. If ? is chosen, the library starts a new transaction, pinning the latest
snapshot and reporting the pin to the pincushion. The pin
set is then reified: ? is replaced with the newly-created
snapshot’s timestamp, replacing the abstract concept of
“the present time” with a concrete timestamp.
The library needs a policy to choose which pinned
snapshot from the pin set it should run at. Simply choosing ? if available, or the most recent timestamp otherwise,
biases transactions towards running on recent data, but
results in a very large number of pinned snapshots, which
can ultimately slow the system down. To avoid the overhead of creating many snapshots, we used the following
policy: if the most recent timestamp in the pin set is
older than five seconds and ? is available, then the library
chooses ? in order to produce a new pinned snapshot;
otherwise it chooses the most recent timestamp.
During the execution of a cacheable function, the validity intervals of the queries that the function makes are
accumulated, and their intersection defines the validity
interval of the cacheable result, just as before. In addition, just like when a transaction observes values from
the cache, each time it observes query results from the
database, the transaction’s pin set is reduced by eliminating all timestamps outside the result’s validity interval, as
the transaction can no longer be serialized at these points.
If the transaction’s pin set still contains ?, ? is removed.
The validity interval of the cacheable function and pin
set of the transaction are two distinct but related notions:
the function’s validity interval is the set of timestamps
at which its result is valid, and the pin set is the set of
timestamps at which the enclosing transaction can be
serialized. The pin set always lies within the validity
interval, but the two may differ when a transaction calls
multiple cacheable functions in sequence, or performs
“bare” database queries outside a cacheable function.

Choosing Timestamps Lazily

Above, we assumed that the library chooses a read-only
transaction’s timestamp when the transaction starts. Although straightforward, this approach requires the library
to decide on a timestamp without any knowledge of what
data is in the cache or what data will be accessed. Lacking this knowledge, it is not clear what policy would
provide the best hit rate.
However, the timestamp need not be chosen immediately. Instead, it can be chosen lazily based on which
cached results are available. This takes advantage of
the fact that each cached value is valid over a range of
timestamps: its validity interval. For example, consider
a transaction that has observed a single cached result x.
This transaction can still be serialized at any timestamp
in x’s validity interval. On the transaction’s next call to
a cacheable function, any cached value whose validity
interval overlaps x’s can be chosen, as this still ensures
there is at least one timestamp at which the transaction
can be serialized. As the transaction proceeds, the set of
possible serialization points narrows each time the transaction reads a cached value or a database query result.
Specifically, the algorithm proceeds as follows. When
a transaction begins, the library requests from the pincushion all pinned snapshot IDs that satisfy its freshness
requirement. It stores this set as its pin set. The pin
set represents the set of timestamps at which the current
transaction can be serialized; it will be updated as the
cache and the database are accessed. The pin set also
initially contains a special ID, denoted ?, which indicates
that the transaction can also be run in the present, on some
newly pinned snapshot. The pin set only contains ? until
the first cacheable function in the transaction executes.
When the application invokes a cacheable function, the
library sends a LOOKUP request for the appropriate key,
but instead of indicating a single timestamp, it indicates
the bounds of the pin set (the lowest and highest timestamp, excluding ?). The transaction can use any cached
value whose validity interval overlaps these bounds and
still remain serializable at one or more timestamps. The
library then reduces the transaction’s pin set by eliminating all timestamps that do not lie in the returned value’s
validity interval, since observing a cached value means
the transaction can no longer be serialized outside its
validity interval. This includes removing ? from the pin-

6.2.1

Correctness

Lazy selection of timestamps is a complex algorithm,
and its correctness is not self-evident. The following two
properties show that it provides transactional consistency.
Invariant 1. All data seen by the application during
a read-only transaction is consistent with the database
8

state at every timestamp in the pin set, i.e. the transaction
can be serialized at any timestamp in the pin set.

Our implementation supports nested calls; this does
not require any fundamental changes to the approach
above. However, we must keep track of a separate cumulative validity interval and invalidation tag set for each
cacheable function in the call stack. When a cached value
or database query result is accessed, its validity interval is
intersected with that of each function currently on the call
stack. As a result, a nested call to a cacheable function
may have a wider validity interval than its enclosing function, but not vice versa. This makes sense, as the outer
function might have seen more data than the functions it
calls (e.g. if it calls more than one cacheable function).
Similarly, any invalidation tags from the database are
attached to each function on the call stack, as each now
has a dependency on the data.

Invariant 1 holds because any timestamps inconsistent
with data the application has seen are removed from the
pin set. The application sees two types of data: cached
values and database query results. Each is tagged with its
validity interval. The library removes from the pin set all
timestamps that lie outside either of these intervals.
Invariant 2. The pin set is never empty, i.e. the transaction can always be serialized at some timestamp.
The pin set is initially non-empty: it contains the timestamps of all sufficiently-fresh pinned snapshots, if any,
and always ?. So we must ensure that at least one timestamp remains every time the pin set shrinks, i.e. when a
result is obtained from the cache or database.
When a value is fetched from the cache, its validity
interval is guaranteed to intersect the transaction’s pin set
at at least one timestamp. The cache will only return an
entry with a non-empty intersection between its validity
interval and the bounds of the transaction’s pin set. This
intersection contains the timestamp of at least one pinned
snapshot: if the result’s validity interval lies partially
within and partially outside the bounds of the client’s pin
set, then either the earliest or latest timestamp in the pin
set lies in the intersection. If the result’s validity interval
lies entirely within the bounds of the transaction’s pin
set, then the pin set contains at least the timestamp of
the pinned snapshot from which the cached result was
originally generated. Thus, Invariant 2 continues to hold
even after removing from the pin set any timestamps that
do not lie within the cached result’s validity interval.
It is easier to see that when the database returns a
query result, the validity interval intersects the pin set
at at least one timestamp. The validity interval of the
query result must contain the timestamp of the pinned
snapshot at which it was executed, by definition. That
pinned snapshot was chosen by the TxCache library from
the transaction’s pin set (or it chose ?, obtained a new
snapshot, and added it to the pin set). Thus, at least that
one timestamp will remain in the pin set after intersecting
it with the query’s validity interval.

6.3

7

Experiences

We implemented all the components of TxCache, including the cache server, database modifications to PostgreSQL to support validity tracking and invalidations,
and the cache library with PHP language bindings.
One of TxCache’s goals is to make it easier to add
caching to a new or existing application. The TxCache
library makes it straightforward to designate a function
as cacheable. However, ensuring that the program has
functions suitable for caching still requires some effort.
Below, we describe our experiences adding support for
caching to the RUBiS benchmark and to MediaWiki.

7.1

Porting RUBiS

RUBiS [2] is a benchmark that implements an auction
website modeled after eBay where users can register
items for sale, browse listings, and place bids on items.
We ported its PHP implementation to use TxCache. Like
many small PHP applications, the PHP implementation
of RUBiS consists of 26 separate PHP scripts, written
in an unstructured way, which mainly make database
queries and format their output. Besides changing code
that begins and ends transactions to use TxCache’s interfaces, porting RUBiS to TxCache involved identifying
and designating cacheable functions. The existing implementation had few functions, so we had to begin by
dividing it into functions; this was not difficult and would
be unnecessary in a more modular implementation.
We cached objects at two granularities. First, we
cached large portions of the generated HTML output
(except some headers and footers) for each page. This
meant that if two clients viewed the same page with the
same arguments, the previous result could be reused. Second, we cached common functions such as authenticating
a user’s login, or looking up information about a user or
item by ID. Even these fine-grained functions were often
more complicated than an individual query; for example,
looking up an item requires examining both the active

Handling Nested Calls

In the preceding sections, we assumed that cacheable
functions never call other cacheable functions. However,
it is useful to be able to nest calls to cacheable functions.
For example, a user’s home page at an auction site might
contain a list of items the user recently bid on. We might
want to cache the description and price for each item as
a function of the item ID (because they might appear on
other user’s pages) in addition to the complete content of
the user’s page (because he might access it again).
9

items table and the old items table. These fine-grained
cached values can be shared between different pages; for
example, if two search results contain the same item, the
description and price of that item can be reused.
We made a few modifications to RUBiS that were not
strictly necessary but improved its performance. To take
better advantage of the cache, we modified the code for
display lists of items to obtain details about each item
by calling our GET- ITEM cacheable function rather than
performing a join on the database. We also observed that
one interaction, finding all the items for sale in a particular region and category, required performing a sequential
scan over all active auctions, and joining it against the
users table. This severely impacted the performance of
the benchmark with or without caching. We addressed
this by adding a new table and index containing each
item’s category and region IDs. Finally, we removed a
few queries that were simply redundant.

7.2

in common requests like rendering an article, and member functions of commonly-used classes. We focused on
functions that constructed objects based on data looked
up in the database, such as fetching a page revision. These
were good candidates for caching because we can avoid
the cost of one or more database queries, as well as the
cost of post-processing the data from the database to fill
the fields of the object. We also adapted existing caches
like the localization cache, which stores translations of
user interface messages.

8

Evaluation

We used RUBiS as a benchmark to explore the performance benefits of caching. In addition to the PHP auction
site implementation described above, RUBiS provides a
client emulator that simulates many concurrent user sessions: there are 26 possible user interactions (e.g. browsing items by category, viewing an item, or placing a bid),
each of which corresponds to a transaction. We used
the standard RUBiS “bidding” workload, a mix of 85%
read-only interactions (browsing) and 15% read/write interactions (placing bids) with a think time with negative
exponential distribution and 7-second mean.
We ran our experiments on a cluster of 10 servers, each
a Dell PowerEdge SC1420 with two 3.20 GHz Intel Xeon
CPUs, 2 GB RAM, and a Seagate ST31500341AS 7200
RPM hard drive. The servers were connected via a gigabit
Ethernet switch, with 0.1 ms round-trip latency. One
server was dedicated to the database; it ran PostgreSQL
8.2.11 with our modifications. The others acted as frontend web servers running Apache 2.2.12 with PHP 5.2.10,
or as cache nodes. Four other machines, connected via
the same switch, served as client emulators. Except as
otherwise noted, database server load was the bottleneck.
We used two different database configurations. One
configuration was chosen so that the dataset would fit
easily in the server’s buffer cache, representative of applications that strive to fit their working set into the buffer
cache for performance. This configuration had about
35,000 active auctions, 50,000 completed auctions, and
160,000 registered users, for a total database size about
850 MB. The larger configuration was disk-bound; it had
225,000 active auctions, 1 million completed auctions,
and 1.35 million users, for a total database size of 6 GB.
For repeatability, each test ran on an identical copy
of the database. We ensured the cache was warm by
restoring its contents from a snapshot taken after one hour
of continuous processing for the in-memory configuration
and one day for the disk-bound configuration.
For the in-memory configuration, we used seven hosts
as web servers, and two as dedicated cache nodes. For the
larger configuration, eight hosts ran both a web server and
a cache server, in order to make a larger cache available.

Porting MediaWiki

We also ported MediaWiki to use TxCache, to better understand the process of adding caching to a more complex,
existing system. MediaWiki, which faces significant scaling challenges in its use for Wikipedia, already supports a
variety of caches and replication systems. Unlike RUBiS,
it has an object-oriented design, making it easier to select
cacheable functions.
MediaWiki supports master-slave replication for the
database server. Because the slaves cannot process update transactions and lag slightly behind the master, MediaWiki already distinguishes the few transactions that
must see the latest state from the majority that can accept
the staleness caused by replication lag (typically 1–30
seconds). It also identifies read/write transactions, which
must run on the master. Although we used only one
database server, we took advantage of this classification
of transactions to determine which transactions can be
cached and which must execute directly on the database.
Most MediaWiki functions are class member functions.
Caching only pure functions requires being sure that functions do not mutate their object. We cached only static
functions that do not access or modify global variables
(MediaWiki rarely uses global variables). Of the nonstatic functions, many can be made static by explicitly
passing in any member variables that are used, as long
as they are only read. For example, almost every function in the T ITLE class, which represents article titles, is
cacheable because a T ITLE object is immutable.
Identifying functions that would be good candidates
for caching was more challenging, as MediaWiki is a
complex application with myriad features. Developers
with previous experience with the MediaWiki codebase
would have more insight into which functions were frequently used. We looked for functions that were involved
10
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8.1

Cache server load is low, with most CPU overhead in
kernel time, suggesting inefficiencies in the kernel’s TCP
stack as the cause. Switching to a UDP protocol might
alleviate some of this overhead [32].
Figure 6(a) shows that for the in-memory configuration, the cache hit rate ranged from 27% to 90%, increasing linearly until the working set size is reached, and
then growing slowly. Here, the cache hit rate directly
translates into a performance improvement because each
cache hit represents load (often many queries) removed
from the database. Interestingly, we always see a high
hit rate on the disk-bound database (Figure 6(b)) but it
does not always translate into a large performance improvement. This workload exhibits some very frequent
queries (e.g. looking up a user’s nickname by ID) that can
be stored in even a small cache, but are also likely to be
in the database’s buffer cache. It also has a large number
of data items that are each accessed rarely (e.g. the full
bid history for each item). The latter queries collectively
make up the bottleneck, and the speedup is determined
by how much of this data is in the cache.

Cache Sizes and Performance

We evaluated RUBiS’s performance in terms of the peak
throughput achieved (requests handled per second) as
we varied the number of emulated clients. Our baseline
measurement evaluates RUBiS running directly on the
Postgres database, with TxCache disabled. This achieved
a peak throughput of 928 req/s with the in-memory configuration and 136 req/s with the disk-bound configuration.
We performed this experiment with both a stock copy
of Postgres, and our modified version. We found no
observable difference between the two cases, suggesting
our modifications have negligible performance impact.
Because the system already maintains multiple versions
to implement snapshot isolation, keeping a few more
versions around adds little cost, and tracking validity
intervals and invalidation tags simply adds an additional
bookkeeping step during query execution.
We then ran the same experiment with TxCache enabled, using a 30 second staleness limit and various cache
sizes. The resulting peak throughput levels are shown
in Figure 5. Depending on the cache size, the speedup
achieved ranged from 2.2× to 5.2× for the in-memory
configuration and from 1.8× to 3.2× for the disk-bound
configuration. The RUBiS PHP benchmark does not perform significant application-level computation; even so,
we see a 15% reduction in total web server CPU usage.

8.2

Varying Staleness Limits

The staleness limit is an important parameter. By raising
this value, applications may be exposed to increasingly
stale data, but are able to take advantage of more cached
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to other items valid at the same time. The 64 MB-sized
cache’s workload is dominated by capacity misses, because the cache is smaller than the working set. The
disk-bound experiment sees more compulsory misses because it has a larger dataset with limited locality, and few
consistency misses because the update rate is slower.
The low fraction of consistency misses suggests that
providing consistency has little performance cost. We
verified this experimentally by modifying our cache to
continue to use our invalidation mechanism, but to read
any data that was valid within the last 30 seconds, blithely
ignoring consistency. The results of this experiment are
shown as the “No consistency” line in Figure 5(a). As
predicted, the benefit it provides over consistency is small.
On the disk-bound configuration, the results could not be
distinguished within experimental error.

Figure 7: Impact of staleness limit on peak throughput
data. An invalidated cache entry remains useful for the
duration of the staleness limit, which is valuable for values that change (and are invalidated) frequently.
Figure 7 compares the peak throughput obtained by
running transactions with staleness limits from 1 to 120
seconds. Even a small staleness limit of 5-10 seconds
provides a significant benefit. RUBiS has some objects
that are expensive to compute and have many data dependencies (indexes of all items in particular regions with
their current prices). These objects are invalidated frequently, but the staleness limit permits them to be used.
The benefit diminishes at around 30 seconds, suggesting
that the bulk of the data either changes infrequently (such
as information about inactive users or auctions), or is
accessed multiple times every 30 seconds (such as the
aforementioned index pages).
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Related Work

High performance web applications use many different
techniques to improve their throughput. These range from
lightweight application-level caches which typically do
not provide transactional consistency, to database replication systems that improve database performance while
providing the same consistency guarantees, but do not
address application server load.

Costs of Consistency

A natural question is how TxCache’s guarantee of transactional consistency affects its performance. We explore
this question by examining cache statistics and comparing against other approaches.
We classified cache misses into four types, inspired by
the common classification for CPU cache misses:

9.1

Application-Level Caching

Applying caching at the application layer is an appealing option because it can improve performance of both
the application servers and the database. Dynamic web
caches operate at the highest layer, storing entire web
pages produced by the application, requiring them to be
regenerated in their entirety when any content changes.
These caches need to invalidate pages when the underlying data changes, typically by requiring the application to
explicitly invalidate pages [37] or specify data dependencies [9, 38]. TxCache obviates this need by integrating
with the database to automatically identify dependencies.
However, full-page caching is becoming less appealing
to application developers as more of the web becomes
personalized and dynamic. Instead, web developers are
increasingly turning to application-level data caches [4,
16, 24, 26, 34] for their flexibility. These caches allow
the application to choose what to store, including query
results, arbitrary application data (such as Java or .NET

• compulsory miss: the object was never in the cache
• staleness miss: the object has been invalidated, and
its staleness limit has been exceeded
• capacity miss: the object was previously evicted
• consistency miss: some sufficiently fresh version of
the object was available, but it was inconsistent with
previous data read by the transaction
Figure 8 shows the breakdown of misses by type for four
different configurations. Our cache server unfortunately
cannot distinguish staleness and capacity misses. We see
that consistency misses are the least common by a large
margin. Consistency misses are rare, as items in the cache
are likely to have overlapping validity intervals, either
because they change rarely or the cache contains multiple
versions. Workloads with higher staleness limits experience more consistency misses (but fewer overall misses)
because they have more stale data that must be matched
12

objects), and fragments of or whole web pages.
These caches present to applications a
GET / PUT / DELETE hash table interface, so the application developer must choose keys and correctly
invalidate objects. As we argued in Section 2.1, this
can be a source of unnecessary complexity and software
bugs. Most application object caches have no notion of
transactions, so they cannot ensure even that two accesses
to the cache return consistent values. Some support
transactions within the cache, allowing applications to
atomically update objects in the cache [34, 16], but none
maintain transactional consistency with the database.

9.2

tions, which are easier for the database to compute [7].
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Conclusion

Application data caches are an efficient way to scale
database-driven web applications, but they do not integrate well with databases or web applications. They break
the consistency guarantees of the underlying database,
making it impossible for the application to see a consistent view of the entire system. They provide a minimal
interface that requires the application to provide significant logic for keeping cached values up to date, and often
requires application developers to understand the entire
system in order to correctly manage the cache.
We provide an alternative with TxCache, an
application-level cache that ensures all data seen by an
application during a transaction is consistent, regardless
of whether it comes from the cache or database. TxCache
guarantees consistency by modifying the database server
to return validity intervals, tagging data in the cache with
these intervals, and then only retrieving values from the
cache that were valid at a single point in time. By using
validity intervals instead of single timestamps, TxCache
can make the best use of cached data by lazily selecting
the timestamp for each transaction.
TxCache provides an easier programming model for
application developers by allowing them to simply designate cacheable functions, and then have the results of
those functions automatically cached. The TxCache library handles all of the complexity of managing the cache
and maintaining consistency across the system: it selects
keys, finds data in the cache consistent with the current
transaction, and automatically detects and invalidates potentially changed objects as the database is updated.
Our experiments with the RUBiS benchmark show that
TxCache is effective at improving scalability even when
the application tolerates only a small interval of staleness,
and that providing transactional consistency imposes only
a minor performance penalty.

Database Replication

Another popular alternative is to deploy a caching or replication system within the database layer. These systems
replicate the data tuples that comprise the database, and
allow replicas to perform queries on them. Accordingly,
they can relieve load on the database, but offer no benefit
for application server load.
Some replication systems guarantee transactional consistency by using group communication to execute
queries [12, 19], which can be difficult to scale to large
numbers of replicas [13]. Others offer weaker guarantees
(eventual consistency) [11, 27], which can be difficult to
reason about and use correctly. Still others require the
developer to know the access pattern beforehand [3] or
statically partition the data [8].
Most replication schemes used in practice take a primary copy approach, where all modifications are processed at a master and shipped to slave replicas, usually
asynchronously for performance reasons. Each replica
then maintains a complete, if slightly stale, copy of the
database. Several systems defer update processing to
improve performance for applications that can tolerate
limited amounts of staleness [6, 28, 30]. These protocols
assume that each replica is a single, complete snapshot
of the database, making them infeasible for use in an
application object cache setting where it is not possible to
maintain a copy of every object that could be computed.
In contrast, TxCache’s protocol allows it to ensure consistency even though its cache contains cached objects
that were generated at different times.
Materialized views are a form of in-database caching
that creates a view table containing the result of a query
over one or more base tables, and updating it as the base
tables change. Most work on materialized views seeks to
incrementally update the view rather than recomputing
it in its entirety [15]. This requires placing restrictions
on view definitions, e.g. requiring them to be expressed
in the select-project-join algebra. TxCache’s applicationlevel functions, in addition to being computed outside
the database, can include arbitrary computation, making
incremental updates infeasible. Instead, it uses invalida-
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